
SOSE BUSINESS PANEL SURVEY
WAVE 1: June/July 2021

ECONOMIC CONFIDENCE AND OUTLOOK
Thinking about the last six months, 38% said their confidence in Scotland’s economic outlook had decreased, 45% 

reported it had stayed the same, and 16% that it had increased. In terms of the South of Scotland economy, 

businesses were more confident than not, suggesting an overall positive outlook for the region.
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Confident in Scottish economic outlook

*The net figure is the difference between ‘increased’ and ‘decreased’ levels of confidence

FUTURE VIABILITY

ATTITUDE TO CHANGE

91% were confident they would be viable 

over the next 6 months, 6% were not. 

Confidence in South of Scotland economic 

outlook for next 12 months 

63%
Very/fairly 

confident

35%
Not that/ not at all 

confident

CURRENT OPERATING LEVEL

38%

18%

42%

Over and above the level we were 

before the coronavirus

At much the same level as we 

were before the coronavirus

Below the level we were before 

the coronavirus

(at time of the survey)

79% were optimistic about their future prospects 

in next 12 months, 19% were not. 

11%

13%

32%

47%

71%

28%

38%

16%

39%

5%

1%

1%

Exports

Employment

Sales or
turnover

Increased Stayed the same

Decreased Don’t know
25%

40%

28%

5%

Embraced change and want
to maintain new ways of

working

Adapted to change, but would
like to return to the way we

operated before

Not experienced much 
change and don’t expect to

Not experienced much
change but expect to in the

year ahead

PERFORMANCE
Aspects of business performance over last 6 months Experience of change as a result of COVID-19

16%

45%

38%

1%Increased

Stayed the
same

Decreased

Don't know

17%

61%

15%

4%
Very optimistic

Fairly optimistic

Not very optimistic

Not at all optimistic

Don't know

Net confident was -22*. Net confidence among businesses in the 

Highlands and Islands survey (carried out in parallel with this one) 

was -14. Both these figures are considerably higher than recent 

waves of the HIE business panel survey, suggesting signs of 

improvement in economic optimism. 

53%39%

4%
3%

Very confident

Fairly confident

Not that confident

Not at all confident

Don't know



TAKING ACTION
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Actions taken in response to change

26%

29%

36%

42%

49%

54%

EU workers leaving the
business

Unable to recruit from EU

Being able to offer competitive
pay

Attractiveness of our sector to
candidates

Fewer candidates to fill
temporary or seasonal

vacancies

Fewer candidates to fill
permanent vacancies

83% had taken action to help them respond  

to changes in their working environment.

50%
33% 29%

Required skills
in short supply

Our location Perceived lack
of career
prospects

% saying they were very/fairly concerned about:

All employers (461)

79% 59%

Permanent roles Temporary/seasonal
roles

WORKFORCE CONCERNS

Confidence in ability to respond to change to working 

environment over coming months

PRIORITIES 
Top 3 priorities for businesses over coming months

Growing our 

customer base

Ensuring staff 

wellbeing

Creating or 

sustaining jobs

RESPONDING TO FUTURE CHANGE

41% of employers were concerned about some 

aspect of their workforce.

All employers (461)

STAFFING LEVELS
% that have the level of they staff needed for…

50% of employers were taking action to help 

them attract the staff they needed.

Main barriers to accessing staff needed (top 3): 

ATTRACTING STAFF

52%

45%

44%

40%

30%

30%

20%

14%

Competitive levels of pay

Informal learning and
development

Flexible work patterns reflecting
employee needs

Formal or accredited training

Career progression
opportunities

Improving terms and conditions

Apprenticeships or graduate
placements

Sharing staff resource with
other businesses

Actions taken to attract staff

All employers without staff they needed (143)

All employers (461)

37%

30%

29%

29%

28%

26%

25%

25%

24%

24%

18%

Doing more online

Collaborating

Targeting new or different
markets

Reducing profit margins

Using cash reserves

Only delivering some aspects of
the business

Changing our business model

Scaling back activity or
production

Amending our product offering

Changing operating hours

Enabling staff to work from
home

29%

34%

30%

24%

15%

16%

9%

15%

63%

57%

58%

65%

62%

52%

49%

41%

5%

7%

9%

7%

16%

18%

30%

28%

2%

3%

2%

4%

6%

14%

12%

16%

Respond to changes in
customer needs/ demand

Manage cash flow

Remain competitive in
current markets

Adapt or respond to
ongoing restrictions

Deal with increased costs

Access external finance

Access new markets

Access staff with skills
we need

Very confident Fairly confident

Not that confident Not at all confident

38% 26%40%
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IMPACT OF BREXIT

15%

21%

20%

32%

31%

48%

54%

63%

61%

62%

37%

25%

17%

8%

7%

The EU

Outside the EU

Northern Ireland

England and Wales

Scotland

Increase Remain the same Decrease

Sales expectations for next 12 months by market

8%

15%

16%

19%

Access to overseas distribution
or groupage

Time taken to get to market

Export processes including
customs checks and

paperwork

Retaining or re-establishig
customer demand

Issues faced exporting outside GB

Of those exporting outside of GB, 40% were 

experiencing issues doing so.

All those exporting outside GB (515)

Perceived impact of Brexit on business so far

15% 

positive 
33% 

negative

IMPORTING

Issues when accessing goods/services 

73%

7% 10% 8% 2%

Yes, using
existing

mechanisms

Yes, by
changing
suppliers/

using
alternatives

Yes, using
both existing

and new
suppliers

No Don’t know

Ability to access materials, goods or services needed

8%

13%

18%

28%

28%

60%

68%

Suppliers no longer want to
supply to this market

Suppliers are out of business

Complex paperwork

Unable to get the range we need

Unable to get the volume we need

Delays

High or increased costs

Despite most being able to access the what they 

needed, most (83%) faced issues when doing so.

The majority (90%) were able to access the 

goods/services they needed.

34% 

prepared
43% not 

prepared

How prepared do you feel for changes to import 

procedures expected later this year? 

SALES AND EXPORTS

All to whom each applied

3%
12%

23%

10%

48%

4%

Very positive

Fairly positive

Fairly negative

Very negative

No impact

Don't know

INNOVATION

7%

27%

23%

20%

23%

Very prepared

Fairly prepared

Not that prepared

Not at all prepared

Don't know

Most businesses (81%) were innovating in some way.  

Main barriers to innovating were having other priorities 

(38%), time (33%) and cost (31%)

56%

43%

39%

32%

31%

Making our processes more
efficient

Adapting our product or
service

Adapting our business model
or structure

Developing new products or
services

Analysing market and
customer data

31%

28%

11%

2%

2%

55%

32%

41%

25%

20%

22%

12%

37%

45%

64%

70%

69%

3%

3%

9%

7%

9%

Enterprise agencies or
Business Gateway

Knowledge sharing networks

Innovation centres and
academic institutions

Scottish Manufacturing
Advisory Service (SMAS)

Interface

National Manufacturing
Institute Scotland

Have used Aware of but not used

Not aware of Don't know

Are you aware of and have you used any of the 

following for innovation support? 

NOTES: Survey fieldwork was conducted between 2nd June and 2nd July 2021, using telephone interviewing. In total 600 businesses 

and social enterprises participated. Findings are weighted to ensure a representative sample of the regional business base.


